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Outline of Talk

• CCπ0 inclusive and exclusive reconstruction.

• CCπ+ coherent production. 
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CCπ0 Event Topology 3
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CCπ0 reconstruction Data - MC
Event Selection for Anti neutrino interactions: 

1 muon track  with Minos Match( select anti-muons) 

Hits to be reconstructed, must be inside 25ns respect to Vertex time.

Muon vertex must be inside fiducial volume.

Showers must be reconstructed by Hough Transform ( Energetic 
showers ) or Angle Scan ( low energy showers )

2 EM showers ( shower vertex should be not close to muon vertex ) 

Energy in Nuclear Target Region < 20 MeV

Thursday, October 25, 12
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To reconstruct CCPi0 inclusive events, 
we will select events in certain mass 
range (70 - 200 MeV/c2).

Cuts:
1 muon track + 2 EM showers 
+ Energy in Target Region< 20 MeV

Fig. 1. Invariant mass spectrum of two-photon events as
obtained from a simulation of neutral pion decay in TAPS
spectrometer.

2. !3 identi5cation

The identi"cation of neutral pions is usually
based on the invariant mass analysis of two photo-
ns resulting from !3P"" electromagnetic decay
(branching ratio 98.798% [3]). The observables
needed for the invariant mass analysis are two-
photon energies (E

!!
, E

!"
) and the opening angle

!
!!

between them

m
!!

"!2E
!!

E
!"

(1!cos !"! ). (1)

The shape of the !3 peak in the invariant mass
spectrum re#ects the energy and angular resolu-
tions of the photon spectrometer. In heavy-ion
collisions at intermediate energies, the detection
of photons is now done with BaF

"
scintillation

detectors. Their response to monoenergetic photo-
ns is asymmetric with a longer tail towards low
energies [4,5]. As a consequence, the shape of the
invariant mass distribution of two-photon events is
also asymmetric (cf. Fig. 1). The response of the
BaF

"
-based detectors are very well reproduced

[4}6] in Monte-Carlo simulations of the electro-
magnetic showers with the EGS code installed in
the GEANT code environment [7]. Therefore, the
simulations can be considered very reliable for the
detailed study of response function to particles, like
e.g., monoenergetic neutral pions.

The neutral pion yield is determined from the
number of events above the combinatorial back-
ground of two-photons invariant mass distribution.
This background in heavy-ion collisions at relativ-
istic energies might be very high due to the high
multiplicity of produced photons and electromag-
netically decaying mesons and baryons. The choice
of the invariant mass window for the yield of neu-
tral pions is somehow arbitrary (60}150 MeV [6],
80}160 MeV [8], 90}160 MeV [9], 100}150 MeV
[10], 122}148 MeV [11]). This arbitrality does not
introduce any signi"cant systematical error, as for
the e$ciency calculations the same limits are used
in the invariant mass analysis of simulated particle
decays. However, the selection of the invariant
mass cut might be important, when the events are
to be used for the reconstruction of the neutral pion
kinematics. Obviously, the events having invariant
mass very di!erent from the !3 mass (but still with-
in the accepted range) represent measurements of
poorer quality compared to those close to the !3
mass. The problem of the choice of events for the
reconstruction of the kinematics is discussed in
Section 4.3.

3. Simulation of !3P"" decay

The simulations were done with the GEANT-
based code KANE [12] used for the response func-
tion calculations of the electromagnetic calorimeter
TAPS (Two Arms Photon Spectrometer) [13]. The
TAPS geometry used in the calculations was
the geometry of the experiments performed at the
AGOR cyclotron of KVI Groningen, the Nether-
lands. The 384 BaF

"
hexagonal detectors (12 radi-

ation lengths, 5.9 cm inner diameter) were arranged
in 6 rectangular blocks of 8#8 modules, each.
Blocks were placed in one plane around the target
at a distance of 66 cm. The angles between the
beam direction and the center of blocks were
$76.53, $116.53, $156.53. This con"guration
covered about 20% of the full solid angle. In this
con"guration the "" decay of neutral pions was
simulated for monoenergetic pions. Pion angular
distribution was isotropic in the laboratory. The
calculations were done in 5 MeV energy steps up to
60 MeV pion kinetic energy (roughly the maximum

K. Korzecka, T. Matulewicz / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 453 (2000) 606}613 607

Invariant Mass

Background events could be Pion charge  
exchange in detector and wrong 
reconstruction.

CCπ0 inclusive
Purity (54%)

Efficiency (4.2%)
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Vertex Activity:
Energy contained inside R = 90mm

To reconstruct CCPi0 exclusive events, 
first we need to reduce all background 
events, we are using “Vertex Energy” 

To choose vertex energy cut, 
the purity must be at least 
30%

Vertex Energy
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Reconstructed info:
Mass = 139.47 MeV/c^2
Gamma Energy  1 = 132.05 MeV 
Gamma Energy  2 = 127.40 MeV

Energy contained inside R = 90mm
Vertex Activity = 128.37 MeV 

CCπ0 reconstruction

Neutrino

Data

NUCLEAR 
TARGET REGION

ECAL HCAL

R
Gamma1

Gamma2

Muon

meaning “granularity”
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Reconstructed info:
Mass = 130.88 MeV/c^2
Gamma Energy  1 = 164.32 MeV 
Gamma Energy  2 = 155.12 MeV

Energy contained inside R = 90mm
Vertex Activity = 0 MeV

CCπ0 reconstruction - exclusive

Neutrino

Data
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CCπ0 exclusive
Purity (67%)

Efficiency (7%)

To reconstruct CCPi0 exclusive events, 
we select events with:

•vertex energy less than 13MeV 
•mass between 40 - 240 MeV/c2.

Invariant Mass after vertex energy cut
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dEdx Michel Electrons

dEdx Gamma from Pi0 decay

 MINERvA detector allow us identify 
Gammas and Electrons. dEdx tool is 
good for pid particles on EM showers.

To remove Background, we can look 
at dEdx to isolate gammas.
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Kinematics Plots
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Inclusive Events Inclusive Events

Inclusive Events
Inclusive Events
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Exclusive Events Exclusive Events

Exclusive Events
Exclusive Events
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Cross Section 
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Steps
1.- Background substraction
2.- Unfold ( bayesian )
3.- Efficiency correction

VI. ANALYSIS

The extraction of observable CC!0 cross sections from
the event sample requires a subtraction of background
events, corrections for detector effects and cut efficiencies,
a well-understood flux, and an estimation of the number of
interaction targets. The cross sections are determined by

@"

@x

!!!!!!!!i
!

P
j
Uij"Nj # Bj$

n!i#i"xi
; (1)

where x is the variable of interest, i labels a bin of the
measurement, "xi is the bin width, Nj is the number of
events in data of bin j, Bj is the expected background, Uij

is a matrix element that unfolds out detector effects, #i is
the bin efficiency, !i is the predicted neutrino flux, and
n is the number of interaction targets. For the single-
differential cross-section measurements, the flux factor,
!i, is constant and equals the total flux. For the total
cross-section measurement as a function of neutrino en-
ergy the flux factor is per energy bin. The extracted cross
sections require a detailed understanding of the measure-
ments or predictions of the quantities in Eq. (1), and
their associated systematic uncertainties. By construction,
the signal cross-section prediction has minimal impact on
the measurements. Wherever the prediction can affect a
measurement, usually through the systematic-error calcu-
lations, the dependence is duly noted.

A. CC!% backgrounds

The first stage of the cross-section measurement is to
subtract the expected background contributions from the
measured event rate. This is complicated by the fact that
previously measured modes in MiniBooNE (CCQE [44],
NC!0 [1], and CC!% [45]) show substantial normalization
discrepancies with the NUANCE prediction. The single larg-
est background, observable CC!%, is well constrained by
measurements within the MiniBooNE data set. The ob-
servable CCQE in the sample is at a small enough level not

warrant further constraint. Most of the remaining back-
grounds are unmeasured but individually small.
The CC!% backgrounds are important to constrain for

two reasons: they contribute the largest single background,
and !% ! !0 and !% ! ! processes in the mineral oil
have large uncertainties. In particular,!% ! !0 in mineral
oil is, by definition, not an observable CC!0 because the
!0 did not originate in the target nucleus. By tying
the observable CC!% production to measurements within
the MiniBooNE data, the uncertainty on this background
can also be further reduced. The total error is separated into
an uncertainty on CC!% production and an uncertainty on
!% ! !0 and !% ! ! processes in mineral oil occurring
external to the initial target nucleus. Using the high statis-
tics MiniBooNE 3-subevent sample, many measurements
of the absolute observable CC!% production cross sections
have been performed [45,46]. This observable CC!% sam-
ple is predicted to be 90% pure [45,46] making it the purest
mode measured in the MiniBooNE data set to date. It is a
very useful sample for this analysis as the bulk of the
CC!% background events in the CC!0 sample fall in the
kinematic region well-measured by the observable CC!%

data. The measurements used are from the tables in
Ref. [46]. Because the re-interaction cross sections for
!% ! !0 and !% ! ! are strong functions of !% energy,
the constraint on CC!% events is applied as a function of
!% kinetic energy and neutrino energy. Figure 6 shows the
ratio of the measured observable CC!% cross section as a
function of !% and neutrino energies to the NUANCE pre-
dicted cross section. As the differential cross section with
respect to !% kinetic energy was not reported for bins with
small numbers of events, the reweighting function is
patched by the ratio of the total observable CC!% cross

TABLE II. The expected background composition of the
CC!0 candidate sample by observable mode. The level of
observable CC!% events are determined by the method de-
scribed in Sec. VIA. The symbol X represents all nuclear final
states and photons, and N & 2 and M & 1 are the number of
pions in the final state. Other backgrounds include deep inelastic
scattering and NC elastic scattering.

Observable mode Description Fraction of background

CC!% $%CH2 ! %#!%X 52.0%
CCQE $%CH2 ! %#X 15.4%
CCmulti-! $%CH2 ! %#"N!$X 14.0%
NC! $CH2 ! $"M!$X 8.8%
Others 9.8%
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FIG. 6 (color online). The ratio of the measured observable
CC!% cross section to the NUANCE prediction. The ratio is
plotted as a function of T!% and E$.

MEASUREMENT OF $%-INDUCED CHARGED-CURRENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 83, 052009 (2011)

052009-7
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Inclusive EventsInclusive Events

Area normalized!!
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Exclusive EventsExclusive Events

Area normalized!!
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17Charged Current Coherent Pion 
Production

A A

π+

vµ µ-

W

The defining  feature of the interaction is that the 
hadronic final state contains a single pion and a 
residual nucleus is in its ground state.

Coherent interactions have a great practical 
application to neutrino experiments because NC 
coherent pion production is part of the background 
to the  ve appearance measurement.

The cross sections are low and backgrounds (usually from resonance pion 
production processes) are large.

Measurements have been made for CC, however recent measurements 
could not find evidence at the very lowest energies. NC coherent  has only 
been estimated from the sum of signal plus background.

details at Aaron Higuera poster “Charged Current 
Charged Pion and Charged Current Coherent Pion 
Production”
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Towards a Data-Driven Analysis
According to Partially Conserved Axial vector Current models (PCAC) CC coherent pion production 
must be produced at very low Q2 (Q2 <m2π ) in order to be in the PCAC regime.

MINERvA will take that assumption as a start point in its effort to isolate CC coherent pion 
production. This analysis requests two tracks coming out of a common vertex in the tracker and one 
of them identified as a muon using MINOS near detector (MINERvA muon spectrometer).

A Q2 < 0.2 (GeV/c)2cut emphasize small x for coherent pion production, since <Eπ> for coherent is 
larger than <Eπ> for resonances, a x < 0.2 cut enriches the coherent sample.

Q2 = 2E�(Eµ � Pµcos�µ)�m2
µ

E� = Eµ + E⇥
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The 4-momentum transfer to the nucleus |t| 
= (q-pπ)2 must be small by definition.

By requiring kinematic cuts (Q2< 0.2 (GeV/
c)2  and x < 0.2 ) MINERvA is able to isolate 
CC Coherent candidates.

Towards a Data-Driven Analysis
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Summary
20

• MINERvA has the capability to study π0 production for 
both neutrino and anti-neutrino and isolate exclusive 
process using energy around vertex. NCπ0 production 
is a large background to neutrino oscillation.

• MINERvA is able to isolate CC Coherent Candidates. 
With high statistics and good tracking capabilities 
MINERvA will provide a precision measurement of the 
coherent pion production cross section of multiple 
nuclear targets.

• The algorithm to isolate, reconstruct and identify 
electromagnetic showers works for π0 identification. 
Preliminary results are close.
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Energy at the Vertex
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Since the 4-momentum transfer to the nucleus |t| = (q-pπ)2 must be small the 
energy at the vertex should be consistent with two minimum ionizing 
particles.

Q2 > 0.2 (GeV/c)2 & x > 0.2Q2 < 0.2 (GeV/c)2 & x < 0.2
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Shower Energy reconstruction
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Sub-Detector Constants
α 1.213

KE 2.274
KH 10.55

SubDetector Reconstructed
Energy(MeV)

Tracker 41.36

ECal 36.26

HCal 15.63

Calorimeter # of 
hits

Electromagnetic 20

Hadronic 25

All hits are included to calculate 
calorimetric constants

electron

There are minimum requirements  for 
events when are reconstructed

No well defined 
for low energy

Number of hits
 in Calorimeter is
Required 

Constant for Tracker

k = 
Incoming Energy

Visual Energy
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Anchor Angle Scan vs Hough Transform 
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Vertex Anchor- Angle Scan

Hough Transformation

startPoint

Hough Transform works better when 
opening angle < 25 degrees
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25EM Showers on π0 sample  
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Important formulas for Pi0 reconstruction
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Neutral Pion Production in MINERvA

J.L. Palomino

Abstract

MINER⌫A is a neutrino-nucleus scattering experiment employing mul-

tiple nuclear targets. The experiment is searching for neutral pion produc-

tion, both in charged current and neutral current, from coherent, resonant

and deep-inelastic processes o↵ these targets. Neutral pions are detected

through the 2 photon decay that then produce electromagnetic showers.

We will describe how we isolate and reconstruct the electromagnetic show-

ers to calculate the invariant mass of the photon pair.

Ereco = ↵(Etracker + kECalEEcal + kHCalEHCal) (1)

p�1 .p�2 = |p�1 ||p�2 |cos✓�� (2)

1

Reconstructed Energy for electromagnetic showers: 

Fig. 1. Invariant mass spectrum of two-photon events as
obtained from a simulation of neutral pion decay in TAPS
spectrometer.

2. !3 identi5cation

The identi"cation of neutral pions is usually
based on the invariant mass analysis of two photo-
ns resulting from !3P"" electromagnetic decay
(branching ratio 98.798% [3]). The observables
needed for the invariant mass analysis are two-
photon energies (E

!!
, E

!"
) and the opening angle

!
!!

between them

m
!!

"!2E
!!

E
!"

(1!cos !"! ). (1)

The shape of the !3 peak in the invariant mass
spectrum re#ects the energy and angular resolu-
tions of the photon spectrometer. In heavy-ion
collisions at intermediate energies, the detection
of photons is now done with BaF

"
scintillation

detectors. Their response to monoenergetic photo-
ns is asymmetric with a longer tail towards low
energies [4,5]. As a consequence, the shape of the
invariant mass distribution of two-photon events is
also asymmetric (cf. Fig. 1). The response of the
BaF

"
-based detectors are very well reproduced

[4}6] in Monte-Carlo simulations of the electro-
magnetic showers with the EGS code installed in
the GEANT code environment [7]. Therefore, the
simulations can be considered very reliable for the
detailed study of response function to particles, like
e.g., monoenergetic neutral pions.

The neutral pion yield is determined from the
number of events above the combinatorial back-
ground of two-photons invariant mass distribution.
This background in heavy-ion collisions at relativ-
istic energies might be very high due to the high
multiplicity of produced photons and electromag-
netically decaying mesons and baryons. The choice
of the invariant mass window for the yield of neu-
tral pions is somehow arbitrary (60}150 MeV [6],
80}160 MeV [8], 90}160 MeV [9], 100}150 MeV
[10], 122}148 MeV [11]). This arbitrality does not
introduce any signi"cant systematical error, as for
the e$ciency calculations the same limits are used
in the invariant mass analysis of simulated particle
decays. However, the selection of the invariant
mass cut might be important, when the events are
to be used for the reconstruction of the neutral pion
kinematics. Obviously, the events having invariant
mass very di!erent from the !3 mass (but still with-
in the accepted range) represent measurements of
poorer quality compared to those close to the !3
mass. The problem of the choice of events for the
reconstruction of the kinematics is discussed in
Section 4.3.

3. Simulation of !3P"" decay

The simulations were done with the GEANT-
based code KANE [12] used for the response func-
tion calculations of the electromagnetic calorimeter
TAPS (Two Arms Photon Spectrometer) [13]. The
TAPS geometry used in the calculations was
the geometry of the experiments performed at the
AGOR cyclotron of KVI Groningen, the Nether-
lands. The 384 BaF

"
hexagonal detectors (12 radi-

ation lengths, 5.9 cm inner diameter) were arranged
in 6 rectangular blocks of 8#8 modules, each.
Blocks were placed in one plane around the target
at a distance of 66 cm. The angles between the
beam direction and the center of blocks were
$76.53, $116.53, $156.53. This con"guration
covered about 20% of the full solid angle. In this
con"guration the "" decay of neutral pions was
simulated for monoenergetic pions. Pion angular
distribution was isotropic in the laboratory. The
calculations were done in 5 MeV energy steps up to
60 MeV pion kinetic energy (roughly the maximum
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Neutral Pion Production in MINERvA

J.L. Palomino

Abstract

MINER⌫A is a neutrino-nucleus scattering experiment employing mul-

tiple nuclear targets. The experiment is searching for neutral pion produc-

tion, both in charged current and neutral current, from coherent, resonant

and deep-inelastic processes o↵ these targets. Neutral pions are detected

through the 2 photon decay that then produce electromagnetic showers.

We will describe how we isolate and reconstruct the electromagnetic show-

ers to calculate the invariant mass of the photon pair.

Ereco = ↵(Etracker + kECalEEcal + kHCalEHCal) (1)

p�1 .p�2 = |p�1 ||p�2 |cos✓�� (2)

1

Opening angle:

!3 energy available in this experiment) and also for
pions of 100 MeV kinetic energy.

4. Reconstruction of !3 kinematics

4.1. The energy scaling method

Both the photon energies from !3P"" decay
and the opening angle used for the evaluation of the
invariant mass (Eq. (1)) are measured with a limited
accuracy. When the accuracy of the angular
measurements is much better compared to the en-
ergy measurements, the reconstruction of the pion
kinematics may be done through appropriate
scaling of photon energies while keeping angular
information "xed [14,15]. This is the case of a
medium energy resolution scintillating segmented
calorimeter placed far away from the target (neutral
pion having c!"25.1 nm [3] decays within the
target). In the paper this method will be called
energy-scaling method.

The reconstructed total energy E
!

of pion in
laboratory frame can be written as

E
!
"! 2m!

!
(1!X!)(1!cos "

""
) (2)

where m
!

is the pion mass (134.9764 MeV [4]),
"
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denotes the opening angle, and X is de"ned as
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(3)

where E
"!

are measured photon energies. Then, the
energies of photons can be reconstructed by scaling
them with a factor depending on the measured
invariant mass m

""
of two photons
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2
$!"E
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4
! m!

!
2(1!cos "

""
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with the # sign for the photon of higher energy.
The second part of the above formula originates
from Ref. [14,15]. The form of Eq. (4) explains
why this method of correcting photon energies is
called energy-scaling method. With the rescaled
photon energies and angular information "xed, the

momentum of the neutral pion can be written as
a sum of reconstructed photon momenta p#$%

"!

p
!
"p#$%

""
#p#$%

"!
(5)

4.2. Kinematical xt

The angular resolution depends on the granular-
ity of the detectors and the distance from the target.
In an electromagnetic calorimeter the electromag-
netic shower induced by an energetic photon usu-
ally spreads over several modules, allowing then to
determine the impact point with a precision better
than the size of a single module [6,16]. This pre-
cision is still limited, however, it might in#uence the
procedure of reconstruction of pion kinematics
when the detectors are placed close to the target. In
that case, not only the photon energies have to be
corrected, but also their emission angles, to make
an event compatible with the known meson mass.
It requires changing of more than 2 variables and
therefore has to be realized through a constrained
"t, called the kinematical "t. The corrected photon
momenta are determined by minimizing the
$!-value

$!" !
#
"&"

'
#

!" (!!&"

(q
!""

!p
!""

)G)"*
!" !!

(q
!!"

!p
!! "

) (6)

where p
!"

is the measured ith momentum compon-
ent of jth photon and q

!"
its corrected value. Since

the momenta are not measured directly, but cal-
culated from the photon energy and angles, the
$! calculations take into account the error propa-
gation through the matrix G)"*

!" !!
de"ned as the in-

verse of the covariance matrix:

(G+"))"*
!" !!

"cov(p
!""

, p
!!"

). (7)

The covariance matrix is calculated as a product of
the array of uncorrelated measurement errors cov

,
and the error propagation array !
cov"!"cov

,
"!- (8)

where

cov
,
"#

(%E)! 0 0

0 (%$ )! 0

0 0 (%!)!$ (9)
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determine the impact point with a precision better
than the size of a single module [6,16]. This pre-
cision is still limited, however, it might in#uence the
procedure of reconstruction of pion kinematics
when the detectors are placed close to the target. In
that case, not only the photon energies have to be
corrected, but also their emission angles, to make
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Pi0 energy:
!3 energy available in this experiment) and also for
pions of 100 MeV kinetic energy.

4. Reconstruction of !3 kinematics

4.1. The energy scaling method

Both the photon energies from !3P"" decay
and the opening angle used for the evaluation of the
invariant mass (Eq. (1)) are measured with a limited
accuracy. When the accuracy of the angular
measurements is much better compared to the en-
ergy measurements, the reconstruction of the pion
kinematics may be done through appropriate
scaling of photon energies while keeping angular
information "xed [14,15]. This is the case of a
medium energy resolution scintillating segmented
calorimeter placed far away from the target (neutral
pion having c!"25.1 nm [3] decays within the
target). In the paper this method will be called
energy-scaling method.

The reconstructed total energy E
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The second part of the above formula originates
from Ref. [14,15]. The form of Eq. (4) explains
why this method of correcting photon energies is
called energy-scaling method. With the rescaled
photon energies and angular information "xed, the
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ity of the detectors and the distance from the target.
In an electromagnetic calorimeter the electromag-
netic shower induced by an energetic photon usu-
ally spreads over several modules, allowing then to
determine the impact point with a precision better
than the size of a single module [6,16]. This pre-
cision is still limited, however, it might in#uence the
procedure of reconstruction of pion kinematics
when the detectors are placed close to the target. In
that case, not only the photon energies have to be
corrected, but also their emission angles, to make
an event compatible with the known meson mass.
It requires changing of more than 2 variables and
therefore has to be realized through a constrained
"t, called the kinematical "t. The corrected photon
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Pi0 momentum:
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Reconstructing Photons for π0’s  
“Angle Scan”

Every group (particle) inside the histogram will 
have a  minimum angle and maximum angle

Min angle Max angle

Loop over hits to find those inside the 
“Cone Area”, this method can also 
work with shower gaps.Group 1

Group 2

Group 1

Group 2

Using vertex like reference point, It fills out  a 1D histogram, where every entry is the 
angle between every hit and the vertex, weighted by its charge. Similar to Hough 
Transformation with r fixed.

27

MC

Pi0 sample

*PE: photon electron

True Vertex
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Pi0 Reconstruction

Vertex Reco (7383.63,-382.012)
Vertex True (7347.95,-302.052)
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Pi0 Reconstruction
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Pi0 Reconstruction

Vertex Reco (7383.63,-382.012)
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Pi0 Reconstruction

Vertex Reco (7383.63,-382.012)
Vertex True (7347.95,-302.052)

Reconstructing Photons for π0’s
“Hough Transform”

  

with r fixed.

Figure 6.1: Left Plot . Rigth Plot

6.3 Hough Transform

Paul Hough initially proposed a technique for recognize complex patterns[50]. We implemented
Hough Transform to reconstruct lines[51] over electromagnetic showers for the ⇡

0 reconstruc-
tion. For this project, we applied parametrization for straight line over certain topology, as
illustrated in Fig.6.2.

Figure 6.2: Number of blobs

The equation of a line corresponding to this geometry is:

xcos✓ + ysin✓ = ⇢ (6.1)

where the ✓ is the angle of its normal and ⇢ is the algebraic distance from the origin. To fill
the hough space (theta,rho) we must fix (x,y), then ✓ varies from 0 to 180 degrees and ⇢ take
values given by Eq 6.1, leading into sinusoidal line curves for every point in the cartesian plane.
To define the line passing through the colinear points x-y space we need to find the common
point of intersection in the ✓-⇢ space. For instance in Fig.6.3 there is two points in the x-y
space and in the ✓-⇢ space we have 2 curves, where the intersection will define the hough line.

7

For each point in xy plane we can obtain 
a sinusoidal line (r,θ) in Hough Space

First loop to remove
energetic Blob

Second loop to remove
extra Blob
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Neutrino Energy Reconstruction on 
CCπ0

29

A CCπ0 event is the form                 
Using 4 momentum conservation:

Where, X replaces the typical lepton momentum 
used to derive the standard QE Neutrino energy 
formula. R.H.Nelson, MiniBooNE

arXiv:0909.1238v1
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MINERvA Detector 

127 scintillator strips 
per plane.

Tracker module = 2 planes
ECAL module = 2 planes + 2 (2 mm thick) sheet of lead
HCAL module = 1 plane + 1 (1 inch thick) sheet of steel

16.7 mm

17 mm

Triangular strip to allow 
charge sharing

µ-
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Elevation View

The MINERνA detector is comprised of a stack of MODULES of 
varying composition, with the MINOS Near Detector acting  as a 
muon spectrometer.  It is finely segmented (~32 k channels) with 

multiple nuclear targets (C, CH, Fe, Pb, He, H2O).
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